
Appendix F: 
Policies, Templates, 
Documents, etc . 

1. AIMS Donor Survey

[Institution Name] Digital Material / File Survey – Part I

Revision: May 6, 2011 (revised AIMS July 7, 2010 version)

Note: This part of the survey is designed to be a prompt sheet for phone / face-to-face interview with donors 
by curators / digital archivists.

1. General Work & Computing Habits

1.1. What are your chief activities? (e.g. writing, research, lecturing, other professional activities)

1.2. What kinds of records do you create, maintain, and use in the course of each of these activities? (e.g. drafts of 
writings, research notes, lecture notes, journals, diaries, correspondence, photographs, databases, etc.)

1.3. Can you describe your general work habits with computers in support of these activities? (e.g. you write first by 
hand, then input work into computer, you use different computers for different kinds of work, you’re always on-
line, etc.).

2. Digital Material Creation

2.1. Are you solely responsible for creating your digital files?

2.2. If not, who else is involved, and what are their roles?

2.3. Do you maintain digital files created by others? If yes, how do you separate your files and files created by others?

2.4. Do you share your computer with other people? If yes, how are files created by different people separated?

2.5. Do you separate your personal files from your work files?

2.6. What are the earliest and latest creation dates (roughly) of your digital files?

3. Varieties of Digital Material

3.1. What types of digital files are created? (e.g. word processing files, images, spreadsheets, databases, etc.)
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3.2. If you create files in both digital and paper formats, do certain files exist in both formats? (e.g. drafts of writings, 
email, etc.)

4. Digital Material Organization

4.1. How are digital files named?

4.2. Is some kind of version control used? (e.g. filename1, filename2, to represent 1st  and 2nd drafts of the file.)

4.3. How are your digital files currently organized? (e.g. filed in named folders? by projects? by topics? some other 
scheme?)

4.4. Have you always had this organization? If not, can you summarize/characterize previous organizations, and 
roughly when and why you made changes? 

4.5. Are digital files destroyed in regular intervals? 

4.6. Do you use more than one computer (e.g. office desktop, office portable computer, home desktop, etc.)? If yes, 
how do you synchronize files between different computers?

5. Mobile Device

5.1. Do you use smart phones (e.g. Blackberries, iPhone, Android phone, etc.)? If yes, do you store contents in the 
smart phone elsewhere?

5.2. Do you use tablets PC (e.g. iPad, etc.)? If yes, do you store contents in the tablet PC elsewhere?

6. Email 

6.1. Do you have multiple email accounts?

6.2. Which email programs/services are you using? (e.g. Email program provided by your work place, Outlook, Mac 
Mail, Hotmail, Gmail, Yahoo! Mail, etc.)  

6.3. How is your email currently organized? (e.g. in self-created email folders, etc.)

6.4. Have you always had this organization? Do you use the sorting function with any regularity to re-order your 
email? 

6.5. How is email saved? (e.g. untouched in the email program, a copy in your PC, printed out in paper, etc.) 

6.6. Are email and paper correspondence managed together or separately?

6.7. Do you use address books?

6.8. Is there a space quota assigned to your email account? If yes, have you ever exceeded the quota assigned?

7. Calendar Software

7.1. Do you use calendar software with your computer(Outlook, Google Calendar, 30 Boxes etc.)? Which one?

7.2. Do you use calendar software in your mobile device?

7.3. Do you have any synchronization issue between the calendars in your mobile device and your computer?

8. Webpages / Blogs

8.1. Do you have webpages / blogs?
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8.2. Are webpages / blogs updated? How often? 

8.3. What software do you use to update webpages / blogs?

8.4. Have copies (digital or paper) of previous versions been kept?

9. Social Networking Sites (e.g. Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter, etc.)

9.1. Do you have social networking accounts? 

9.2. Are account information (e.g. profiles, photos, etc.) updated? How often? 

9.3. Have copies (digital or paper) of previous versions been kept?

10. Photo / Video Sharing Sites (e.g. Flickr, Picasa, YouTube, etc.)

10.1. Do you post photos / videos to these web sites? If yes, which one?

10.2. How often do you post contents? 

10.3.Do you delete photos / videos posted? If yes, do you have a copy of the deleted postings? 

11. Document Sharing Sites (e.g. SlideShare, Scribd, Google Doc, etc.)

11.1. Do you post documents to these web sites? If yes, which one?

11.2. How often do you post contents? 

11.3.Do you delete documents posted? If yes, do you have a copy of the deleted postings? 

12. Digital Files Storage / Backup

12.1. Do you / your institution have a backup routine for your files / emails? If you don’t know, do you mind we ask 
your technical support? How can we contact your technical support?

12.2. What media are used for backup files? (e.g. optical disk, hard disk, file server, web based backup service such as 
SugarSync., etc.)

12.3. Do you transfer files in your old computer to your new computer? If yes, what types of files are transferred? Did 
you encounter any problems in transferring the files? 

12.4. Do you keep your old computers? Roughly when were they being used? Can you tell us what platforms they 
run on?

12.5. Have you ever experienced a serious hardware failure (e.g. hard-drive crash)? If yes, are the files in the affected 
computer recovered?

12.6. Are any digital files stored in unusual storage media? (e.g. punch cards, 8 inch. floppy diskettes, etc.)

13. Privacy and security

13.1. Are some digital file types of a sensitive nature? (e.g. tax records, medical records, peer-review comments, letters 
of recommendation, student records,  etc.)

13.2. Are there files that you would want destroyed? If yes, please provide details so that we can act upon when we 
encounter such files when processing your files.

13.3. Do any digital files require passwords?
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13.4.Where are user names and passwords kept?  What service / software are used to save them?

13.5. Do you use digital watermarks? On what types of digital files? For what reasons?

14. File Transfer Arrangement

14.1. Do you want to delete any files / re-organize the files before the transfer?

14.2. Are there files you would like to transfer to us later? When?
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Institution Name Digital Material / File Survey – Part II

Revision: June 21, 2010

Note: This part of the survey is designed to be filled out by digital archivists regarding technical details of the 
tools used to create digital material.

1. Hardware

1.1. List the hardware configurations of each computers / mobile device. (e.g. manufacturer, model no, cpu, ram, hard 
drive capacity, video card, etc.)

1.2. Find out if the computers have USB ports or CD writers which could be used to copy the digital files.

2. Software

2.1. List the operating system and other system software with version no., installed in all the hardware (in 1). 

2.2. Check if system date and time are set correctly. List the “Time Zone” used, if any.

2.3. With the help of the donor, list the main application software, with version no., used to create digital files.

2.4. If Microsoft Office is used, find out if the “User Name” field is set to the name of the donor. Find out similar set-
ting for other main application software used.

3. Internet Access

3.1. Find out if the digital archivist can use the Internet access in the donor’s office using the digital archivist’s port-
able computer?  

4. Networking

4.1. With the help of the donor, confirm if the computer is connected to file servers. Confirm if the donor save files 
in the file server. How much file server space is used by the donor?

5. Security 

5.1. With the help of the donor, confirm if login is required to access desktop computers / mobile devices?

5.2. With the help of the donor, confirm if a digital certificate is used by the donor to login / sign digital files / en-
crypt digital files? 

5.3. With the help of the donor, confirm if digital files are encrypted?
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2. University of Hull Accessioning Workflows
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3. University of Hull Digital Media Photography Form

Acc/
Ref No

Item 
No

Aspect:     Front  /  Reverse  /  Side  /  Case  /      Front  /  Reverse  /  Side  /  Case  /      Front  /  Reverse  /  Side  /  Case  /  
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4. University of Hull Insertion Sheet

This Insertion Sheet has replaced a digital media item which has been removed from this file. The content is not 
currently accessible because:

1. The media on which it is stored is obsolete and we currently lack the hardware to read it

and/or

2. The file formats contained on the media are obsolete or very rare, possibly requiring specialist soft-
ware to read them.

As part of our continuing work with born-digital archives we are working on accessing the content and migrat-
ing the files to newer formats. Our intention is to provide access to the content in an appropriate form, but this 
is an ongoing process.

OVERVIEWOVERVIEWOVERVIEWOVERVIEW
Description from catalogue:Description from catalogue:Description from catalogue:Description from catalogue:

File. Police, Lay Visiting Information Sheet.

Including 5” floppy disk,  ‘“Lay Visitors” draft info sheet on “Word Perfect”’,

File. Police, Lay Visiting Information Sheet.

Including 5” floppy disk,  ‘“Lay Visitors” draft info sheet on “Word Perfect”’,

File. Police, Lay Visiting Information Sheet.

Including 5” floppy disk,  ‘“Lay Visitors” draft info sheet on “Word Perfect”’,

File. Police, Lay Visiting Information Sheet.

Including 5” floppy disk,  ‘“Lay Visitors” draft info sheet on “Word Perfect”’,

DETAILSDETAILSDETAILSDETAILS
Brief description of the material, including quantity and media formats (if 
known):
Brief description of the material, including quantity and media formats (if 
known):
Brief description of the material, including quantity and media formats (if 
known):
Brief description of the material, including quantity and media formats (if 
known):
One 5.25” floppy diskOne 5.25” floppy diskOne 5.25” floppy diskOne 5.25” floppy disk

Content (if known):Content (if known):Content (if known):Content (if known):
Content inferred from label, which reads: ‘Draft Visitors Draft Info sheet. Rec’d from Richard Cal-
land, 25/1/89’. 
Content inferred from label, which reads: ‘Draft Visitors Draft Info sheet. Rec’d from Richard Cal-
land, 25/1/89’. 
Content inferred from label, which reads: ‘Draft Visitors Draft Info sheet. Rec’d from Richard Cal-
land, 25/1/89’. 
Content inferred from label, which reads: ‘Draft Visitors Draft Info sheet. Rec’d from Richard Cal-
land, 25/1/89’. 

Media issues? Media issues? File format issues?File format issues?

Obsolete media; we currently lack the hardware 
to read it. We are considering purchase of hard-
ware or 3rd party services.

Obsolete media; we currently lack the hardware 
to read it. We are considering purchase of hard-
ware or 3rd party services.

Content possibly created in WordPerfect; may 
need migrating.
Content possibly created in WordPerfect; may 
need migrating.

Notes:Notes:Notes:Notes:

The disk may have been read when first received as the cataloguer has noted that the format is 
WordPerfect
The disk may have been read when first received as the cataloguer has noted that the format is 
WordPerfect
The disk may have been read when first received as the cataloguer has noted that the format is 
WordPerfect
The disk may have been read when first received as the cataloguer has noted that the format is 
WordPerfect
Insertion sheet 
completed by:

Nicola Herbert
Date item re-
moved from file:

28 May 2011
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5. Guidelines for Creating Agreements at Stanford University

When a repository decides to begin active collecting of born-digital materials, it should review its current 
agreements to ensure that issues specific to the acquisition, preservation, and delivery of born-digital content 
are fully addressed and are consistent with overall institutional policies and requirements. Direct consultation 
with the receiving institution’s legal counsel, is strongly advised. Two general things to remember are 1) it should 
be based on your institution’s policies whether they are stated or implicit and 2) there are some things that are 
better recorded as an ‘attachment’ or addendum to the agreement. 

It is also important to remember, these changes to standard legal agreement templates are not retroactive; 
when you deal with legacy data, you will need to determine your course of action based on a review of the 
original agreement and your ability to revisit the issue with the copyright holders. To ensure that legal agree-
ments arrived at remain current within the evolving environment of intellectual property law and institutional 
policy and practice, it is prudent to periodically review your legal agreements with curators, administration, ar-
chivists and legal counsel. 

Examples below are drawn from the current deed of gift template at Stanford University Libraries’ Special Col-
lections. Examples below are drawn from the current deed of gift template at Stanford University Libraries’ 
Special Collections.  

1. Ownership:
Repositories still receive much digital content transferred by physical media, whoever, there is a growing 
trend to receive virtual transfers — these might include a drop box, institutional network, self-deposit, etc. 
Therefore, all references regarding the material being transferred should refer to the “donor” as the owner 
of both physical and digital materials. 

e.g. [Donor Name] (“Donor”), the owner of the physical property [and digital materials] described 
below [and as added to from time to time], hereby gives, transfers and conveys to Stanford University 
("Stanford") all the donor’s title and interest to the following materials to become part of Stanford Uni-
versity Libraries.

2. Exclusivity:
Your repository may want to consider a statement about exclusivity even though it may be difficult to en-
force. One issue that might arise: a repository might be offered files from a dealer and will need to have a 
reliable method to determine if they have already received them . To ensure that you hold the “originals” 
and the rights to have the only copy — granted from either the creator or his/her heirs/assigns — would 
be important to document.

e.g. The Collection will be placed exclusively with Stanford.

3. Transfer or ownership and materials (method/date):
Special note might be made regarding transfer method or time for born-digital materials, which may not 
come at the same time, or in the same manner, associated paper files. At Stanford, arrangements about 
physical transfer of materials often are documented in appendices and correspondence, rather than stated 
in the agreement itself.
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e.g. Ownership of the Collection will vest with Stanford; and title to any Collection placed after the 
date of this Agreement will transfer to the Stanford on delivery.  Digital material will be transferred by 
[METHOD*] on [DATE].  

4. Preservation:
Mention should be made regarding your repository’s plans for digital preservation in addition to storage 
and preservation for analog materials. This is not a promise to deliver the digital files in perpetuity. 

e.g. Stanford will exercise the same degree of care over the preservation of the Collection as over the 
preservation of similar property which is kept in the Stanford University Libraries. (e.g. climate-
controlled storage for physical materials and digital preservation in the Stanford Digital Repository for 
digital materials.)

5. Duplicate, Redundant or Out of Scope Materials:
While this clause does not currently address digital files, it is something that should be covered in conversa-
tions with the donor.

e.g. Stanford reserves the right to return, or, with the consent of the Donor, to discard/destroy any du-
plicate or redundant material or any material not deemed of archival value.

6. Restrictions:
Restricted materials are usually referred to in an agreement but detailed in accompanying documentation.

e.g. To guard against violation of confidentialities or the use of the Collection to harass, injure, or dam-
age, Donor reserves the right to restrict access to specific portions of the Collection (“Private Mate-
rial”).  [Choose one: Such material has been identified on Attachment [A]  OR  Donor agrees to iden-
tify such material for Stanford before the materials are physically transferred ].  

7. Metadata and discovery (finding guides, etc.)
There should be some statement(s) granting permission to describe the materials — both analog and digi-
tal. This statement would also cover copyright to this new description.

e.g. The Donor explicitly permits Stanford to create finding guides to the Collection and full-text search 
for unrestricted digital material as well as associated metadata required for the preservation and de-
scription of the Collection.  Stanford will own the copyright in any technical or descriptive metadata 
added during the course of processing.  The Donor shall be provided with a copy of any such finding 
guides upon request.

8. Delivery agreements
As stated previously in this white paper, a repository should not promise either to preserve or deliver all 
born-digital content — especially if it is taking in new formats or those not “currently” supported by your 
digital preservation repository or the preservation community. 

e.g. Stanford will provide access to the Collection pursuant to its policies and procedures, which are 
online at [website].  Unless provided otherwise in this Agreement, Stanford is under no obligation to 
provide access to the Collection.  In no event, is Stanford obligated to provide access to all or part of 
the Collection if doing so would cause financial (such as costly restoration) or health and safety con-
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cerns (such as documents with mold).  Additionally, Stanford’s providing access to the Collection must 
be done in compliance with copyright laws.  

9. Lastly, although not exclusive to born-digital content, the agreement should cover permission to post digital 
material via the web. This inclusion would only cover materials (either born-digital or digitized) in which the 
donor held copyright. Your institution should have policies in place regarding issues of discoverability, access 
and use, i.e. having the agreement to post does not imply that researchers be given the ability to download 
without registering with the site or seeking permission and approval. 

e.g. [Choose one option from the below.  Option A should be used when Donor is the copyright 
holder for the Collection, and is assigning that copyright to Stanford.  Option B should be used where 
the Donor is retaining copyright, but granting Stanford a license for use.  It is anticipated that Option B 
will be most common.  Option C should be used where Stanford receives the materials only, and has 
no rights to reuse.  Option C should always be used where Donor is a collector and has no copyright 
interest in the materials.] 

OPTION A: Donor hereby assigns, as part of this gift, all of the intellectual property rights, including but 
not limited to copyrights that Donor may possess in the Collection.  Donor understands that he is for-
ever and irrevocably granting to Stanford all exploitation rights in the Collection, including but not lim-
ited to the sole and exclusive right to publish all unpublished writings and copyright the same in all me-
dia now known or hereafter created.  

OPTION B: No rights to any copyright in the Collection are being transferred to Stanford.  Donor 
hereby grants to the Stanford an irrevocable perpetual royalty-free [exclusive] license to use and ex-
ploit the works of the Collection for which the Donor has copyright, individually or collectively for edu-
cational and not-for-profit purposes.  This [exclusive] license includes the right to copy the works of the 
Collection or published materials for which the Donor holds copyright, collectively or individually, for 
educational and/or not-for-profit purposes in all media now known or hereafter created, including but 
not limited to print, audio, electronic, video, optical disc, photographic, digital and film.  Without limiting 
the foregoing, to the extent not prohibited by copyright, the Stanford University Libraries is permitted 
to post a digital copy of the works of the Collection either collectively or individually, on Stanford Uni-
versity websites.  

OPTION C: No rights to any copyright in the Collection are being transferred to Stanford.  
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6. Stanford University Processing Workflow
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7. Beinecke Library Born Digital Archival Acquisition Collection and Accession 

Guidelines

BEINECKE RARE BOOK & MANUSCRIPT LIBRARY

BORN DIGITAL ARCHIVAL ACQUISITION 

COLLECTION 

- DRAFT - 

The Beinecke Library (BRBL) is committed to collecting, preserving, and providing access to important literary 
archives including materials documenting creative processes, writing lives, aesthetic communities, publication 
records, etc. in a range of formats and media. In keeping with this commitment, the Library recognizes and ap-
preciates the increasing and inevitable significance of born-digital materials in literary archives. We have estab-
lished, therefore, a flexible framework for working with archive creators and their representatives in various 
contexts to systematically, efficiently, and safely work with born digital manuscripts, correspondence, and related 
materials as they are acquired, accessioned, organized, maintained, accessed, and used for various research and 
education purposes. 

To that end, the Beinecke Library employs the following guidelines in approaching the assessment, evaluation, 
collection, capture, accession, and preservation of materials created using digital media;

• BRBL collects digital archival materials in any and all relevant formats (including text, image, sound, etc);

• In acquiring born digital materials, a forensic approach, including the capture by “snapshot” of all work-
ing files on a specific computer, will be the preferred method of acquisition; in most cases BRBL will 
wish to capture entire digital environments without any advanced collection editing by creator or cura-
tor ; 

• Because BRBL is interested in collecting digital materials that have substantive research value,  such ma-
terials may be segregated from other materials in a broadly-conceived digital archive (spam and other 
commercial email, for example, may be excluded; extensive personal image or sound file collections 
may be curated by BRBL before collection and accession). This more limited acquisitions approach will 
be applied primarily in cases where a small group of materials are to be acquired (a specific body of 
correspondence, for instance) and not in the case of acquisition of a complete archive; 

• In order to retain whatever organization, file structures, and associated data exists in the a digital ar-
chive or collection, BRBL staff members need direct access to digital files in their original environment 
to perform data appraisal, capture, and verification; it is suggested that representatives of archive crea-
tors (family and friends, book dealers, agents) should not manipulate, rearrange, extract, copy etc. data 
from its original source in anticipation of offering the materials to BRBL for gift or purchase.
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